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Abstract. Hamilton’s hodograph method geometrizes, in a simple and very elegant
way, in velocity space, the full dynamics of classical particles in 1/r potentials. States
of given energy and angular momentum are represented by circular hodographs whose
radii depend only on the angular momentum, and hodographs differing only in the
energy are related by uniform translations. This feature indicates the existence of
an internal symmetry, named here after Hamilton. The hodograph method and the
Hamilton symmetry are extended here for relativistic charged particles in a Coulomb
field, on the relativistic velocity space which is a 3D hyperboloid H3 embedded in a
3+1 pseudo-Euclidean space.
The key for the simplicity and elegance of the velocity-space method is the linearity
of the velocity equation, a unique feature of 1/r interactions for Newtonian and
relativistic systems alike. Although with hodographs much more complicated than
for Newtonian systems, the main features of the Hamilton symmetry persist in the
full relativistic picture : (1) general hodographs may be represented as linearly
displaced base energy-independent circles, (2) hodographs corresponding to same
angular momentum but with different energies are connected via translations along
geodesics of the velocity space. As an internal symmetry over and beyond central
symmetry, the Hamilton symmetry is equivalent to the Laplace-Runge-Lenz symmetry
and complements it.
Keywords : hodograph, relativistic Coulomb system, relativistic velocity space,
Hamilton’s vector, Hamilton symmetry, rapidity, Laplace-Runge-Lenz symmetry
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1. Introduction
Hodographs are the orbits in velocity space that correspond to the trajectory of a
particle in ordinary space, traversed by the tip of the velocity vectors when these are
drawn all starting from the same point, the origin of velocity space. The hodograph
method – studying the dynamics of a system in velocity space – was originally invented
by Hamilton [1] and successfully applied [2, 3] to prove geometrically the relation
between Kepler’s laws and Newton’s law of universal attraction. Although largely
unfamiliar with, it is a method much simpler and more elegant to study Newtonian
Kepler/Coulomb (KC) systems than the familiar analytic solutions in ordinary space
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
With potential κ/r, the common feature of all Newtonian KC hodographs is
them being circles, or circular arcs, with radii depending very simply on the angular
momentum ℓ, R = |κ|/ℓ, independent of the energy; the energy dependence enters
only through the magnitude of the (constant) vector which determines the centre of the
hodograph circle : As Figure 1 shows, the hodograph (for given values of total energy
E ′ and angular momentum ℓ) is the circle C(ℓ, E ′) (bold line) which is just the circle
Co(ℓ) (dotted line, centred at the origin of velocity space, corresponding to the minimum
energy state) uniformly translated by a (constant) vector ~Bo(ℓ, E
′).
Since all these hodographs are similar circles, the key for distinguishing between
different (energy dependent) configurations is the constant translating vector ~Bo, known
as the Hamilton vector. The existence of a constant or conserved quantity that
determines the configuration of a physical system is usually regarded as an indication
of a symmetry. Different central vectors correspond to different energies. It is therefore
appropriate that these features be regarded as constituting a symmetry, which we call
Hamilton symmetry – a symmetry that acts on the hodographs in velocity space, its
action being the transition between hodographs corresponding to different energy states
for the same value ℓ of the angular momentum.
Figure 1. Newtonian Hamilton symmetry :
Co(ℓ) (doted, red) is the minimum-energy circle,
centred at the origin O of the velocity space. The
hodograph circle C(ℓ, E′) (bold line, purple, with
the same radius) is centred at M. The Hamilton
vector ~Bo = ~OM uniformly translates Co(ℓ) into
C(ℓ, E′), away from the origin. The drawing, with
R <
∣∣∣ ~Bo∣∣∣, corresponds to a bound state with the
velocity vector making a whole round. For unbound
states with R >
∣∣∣ ~Bo∣∣∣ the hodograph reduces to a
circular arc.
vx
vy
~vo(θ1)
~v(θ1)
~Bo
~vo(θ2) ~v(θ2)
~Bo
~Bo
M
The key for the simplicity and elegance of the hodograph method for Newtonian
KC systems is the linearity of the velocity equation, which is a unique feature of 1/r
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interactions (Eq. (2)). The success of the hodograph method for these systems prompts
attempting using it also for relativistic charged particles in Coulomb fields. Although
the relativistic spatial trajectories are much more complicated [12, 13], it is indeed
found that the same key feature – linearity of the velocity equation – persists into the
relativistic regime, allowing relatively simple analytic discussion (Eqs. (13) & (15)). A
thorough account of the relativistic hodograph equations and solutions is contained in
a recent publication ([14]; see also [15] for an exposition of the main results).
Since the Newtonian velocity space is the 3-D Euclidean space VN = {~v ∈ R3},
the (uniform) hodograph translations are along geodesics of VN – in fact, they are
just the Galilei transformations for velocities. This is simple and straight-forward, and
doesn’t offer much interest. However, on turning to the relativistic picture it becomes
intricate and intriguing : The relativistic velocity space (RVS) is an hyperboloid, the
space of all future-directed time-like unit 4-vectors Vrel ≡
{
uµ =
(√
1 + ~u 2, ~u
)
, ~u ∈ R3}
embedded in 4-D pseudo-Euclidean space (see Section 3). Even with an essentially
different geometry, Hamilton symmetry may be established on Vrel with the same main
features as the Newtonian Hamilton symmetry, namely, that
(i) General hodographs may be represented as linearly displaced base circular energy-
independent hodographs.
(ii) Translations along geodesics of the velocity space transform between hodographs
corresponding to same angular momentum ℓ but with different energies.
The purpose of the present article is to demonstrate how the Hamilton symmetry
manifests in relativistic systems. In the first part of the paper, Sections 2, 3 & 4,
the Newtonian Hamilton symmetry, the relativistic velocity space and the relativistic
hodograph equations are briefly reviewed. Then, in the second, main part, the
Hamilton symmetry is established on the RVS : The general energy dependence of
relativistic Coulomb hodographs is derived, demonstrating their decomposition into a
base hodograph circle and its energy-dependent translation; and it is demonstrated that
energy variations of the hodographs are along geodesics of the RVS (Sections 5 & 6).
The nature of the solutions for relativistic Coulomb systems depends on the ratio |κ|/ℓ
which, in the Newtonian limit, is the magnitude of the velocity on the minimum-energy
circle Co(ℓ). Therefore, a Newtonian limit exists only for ℓ > |κ|, while for ℓ ≤ |κ| the
hodographs are exclusively relativistic with distinctive geometrical appearance. The
application of the foregoing general results to the geometrical interpretations of the
hodographs and their construction relative to Vrel are therefore discussed distinguishing
between the various possible cases (Section 7). Finally, the identification of the
relativistic Hamilton vector is discussed, together with its relation with the relativistic
Laplace-Runge-Lenz (LRL) vector (Section 8). Some features of the RVS that are used
in the following are listed in the Appendix.
Notation. The convention c = 1 is used throughout, unless specified otherwise.
Events in Minkowski space-time are xµ = (x0, x1, x2, x3), with metric tensor gµν =
diag (−1, 1, 1, 1) , µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3. For any 4-vectors aµ = (a0,~a) and bµ = (b0,~b), their
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inner product is then a · b = −a0b0 + ~a ·~b.
2. The Hamilton symmetry in classical Kepler/Coulomb systems
For a Newtonian particle in a κ/r potential, application of angular momentum
conservation
ℓ = mr2
dθ
dt
(1)
brings the equation of motion to the form‡
d~v
dθ
=
κ
ℓ
rˆ , (2)
with the immediate integral
~v = ~Bo − κ
ℓ
θˆ , (3)
using the relation rˆ = −dθˆ/dθ and with ~Bo some arbitrary constant vector. Clearly, the
simplicity of equation (2) which leads to this solution is due to the 1/r2 force.
The solution (3) describes a circle (or at least a circular arc for unbound systems)
in velocity space,(
~v − ~Bo
)2
=
κ2
ℓ2
, (4)
centred around ~Bo and with radius |κ|/ℓ. Using the relation vθ = rθ˙ = ℓ/(mr), the
energy integral becomes, for total energy E ′,
m~v 2
2
+
κ
r
=
m~v 2
2
+
mκ
ℓ
vθ = E
′ (5)
from which it is easily verified, substituting (3) in (5), that
Bo =
∣∣∣ ~Bo∣∣∣ =
√
2E ′
m
+
κ2
ℓ2
. (6)
The circular hodographs correspond to the conic sections trajectories in ordinary space.
The direction of ~Bo determines the orientation of the spatial trajectory.
The ensuing picture is therefore : The canonical circle Co(ℓ) = {~vo(θ)} with
~vo(θ) = −(κ/ℓ)θˆ is the base hodograph, corresponding to the minimum energy state
for a given ℓ (Bo = 0). A general hodograph is a similar circle C(ℓ, E
′) = {~v(θ)} (3)
which is the base circle Co(ℓ) uniformly displaced by the constant vector ~Bo(E
′, ℓ). Since
Co(ℓ) is independent of the energy, the energy dependence of the hodograph enters only
via the magnitude (6) of ~Bo.
The vector ~Bo is known as the Hamilton vector. Clearly, the transition between any
two hodographs corresponding to the same value of the angular momentum is by uniform
translations in velocity space, the two hodographs being related by some constant vector
‡ With the x−y plane as the spatial plane of motion, (r, θ) are polar coordinates with unit vectors
rˆ = cos θxˆ+ sin θyˆ , θˆ = − sin θxˆ+ cos θyˆ
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which is the difference of their defining Hamilton vectors. Since the Newtonian velocity
space is the 3-D Euclidean (E3) space VN = {~v ∈ R3}, the hodograph translations are
the geodesic symmetries of VN, changing the energy while keeping the same value of
angular momentum.
As a final remark, it is noted that an essential aspect of the hodograph method is
the change from the usual t-dependence of the equations of motion to θ-dependence (Eq.
(2)), employing angular-momentum conservation. The Hamilton symmetry is therefore
an extension of central symmetry. Further information and discussions regarding
the classical KC analytic hodograph solution may be found in various publications
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
3. The relativistic velocity space
The relativistic velocity space (RVS) is the space of all future-directed time-like unit
4-vectors, and its usage has the virtue of transforming and displaying kinematical
and dynamical properties in a purely geometrical manner. Since there is no explicit
dependence on time, different points in it may correspond either to the velocity states
of different particles in some instantaneous reference frame, or the velocity state of a
particle in different instances along its world-line.
To the author’s best knowledge, the most thorough account of the RVS is by Rhodes
and Semon [16]. They point at an exercise contained already in the 1951 English edition
of Landau & Lifshitz’ “Classical theory of fields” [17] as the first time the idea of RVS
appeared in English (for an account of the earlier history of the RVS see a comment
by Criado and Alamo [18]). While the Landau & Lifshitz’ exercise dealt only with
the metric properties of the RVS, later applications of the RVS [16, 19, 20] focus on
geometrical derivation of the Thomas-Wigner rotation.
So far, the association of geometry to the RVS used the spatial velocity ~v for
the RVS coordinates, and the metric properties derived from the Lorentz formulae for
relativistic velocity addition [17, 18]. Instead, we use here the relativistic velocity 4-
vector uµ = (γ (v) , γ (v)~v) with the RVS defined as
Vrel ≡
{
uµ =
(
u0, ~u
) |u0 = √1 + ~u 2} (7)
This is a 3-D unit hyperboloid (H3) embedded in a 4-D pseudo-Euclidian space
E(1,3) =
{
wµ =
(
w0, ~w
) ∈ R4|gµν = diag (−1, 1, 1, 1)} (8)
Also, for any uµ ∈ Vrel, let Tu (Vrel) ⊂ E(1,3) be the hyperplane tangent to Vrel at uµ.
Any vector Aµ ∈ Tu (Vrel) is space-like, satisfying A2 > 0, A · u = 0.
Using uµ as the coordinates of the RVS allows to relate the geometrical properties
of the hyperbolic space with relativistic kinematics and dynamics in a Lorentz-covariant
manner. The geometrical properties of the RVS then follow straight-forward. Further
properties of the RVS are discussed in the Appendix.
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4. The hodograph equations for relativistic Coulomb systems
A relativistic Coulomb system consists of a point particle with mass m whose dynamics
is determined by the Hamiltonian [21]
H (~r, ~p) =
√
~p 2 +m2 +
κ
r
(9)
with the equation of motion
d~p
dt
=
κ
r3
~r . (10)
Solving the momentum equation (10) in the velocity space provides an elegant and simple
solution for the motion in a relativistic Coulomb system. The key to the hodograph or
velocity space picture is the conservation law for the angular momentum ~ℓ = ~r × ~p,
ℓ =
(
E − κ
r
)
r2
dθ
dt
, (11)
the relativistic counterpart of Kepler’s 2nd law. It allows, as in the original Hamilton’s
hodograph method, transition to θ as the hodograph parameter. The (spatial) linear
momentum of the particle is ~p = m~u, and the conserved energy E = H (~r, ~p) is
mu0 +
κ
r
= E , (12)
so the momentum equation (10) becomes
d~u
dθ
=
κ
ℓ
u0rˆ . (13)
Using the polar representation ~u = urrˆ+ uθθˆ, the polar-angular equations derived from
(13) are
duθ
dθ
= −ur , dur
dθ
=
κ
ℓ
u0 + uθ , (14)
complemented by the u0-equation also derived from (13),
du0
dθ
=
~u
u0
· d~u
dθ
=
κ
ℓ
~u · rˆ = κ
ℓ
ur . (15)
Equations (13) (or, alternatively, (14)) and (15) constitute the relativistic hodograph
equations.
The relation
uθ =
ℓ
mr
, (16)
another consequence of (11), allows transition from spatial dependencies to velocity
dependencies. In particular, using (16) the energy integral (12) becomes
u0 +
κ
ℓ
uθ =
E
m
(17)
which may also be recognized as an immediate integral of (14) and (15).
The virtue of equations (14), (15) and (17) is their linearity with constant
coefficients in the polar representation, a unique feature of the 1/r interaction.
Therefore, explicit solutions providing the hodographs and the corresponding spatial
trajectories are quite immediate to get. These solutions are obtained and discussed in
[14, 15]. Here we proceed to present and discuss the relativistic Hamilton symmetry.
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5. General energy dependence of the relativistic hodographs
Recalling that the velocity space Vrel is embedded in a psudo-Euclidean space E(1,3),
the hodograph equations (13) and (15) may be combined and considered for arbitrary
orbits wµ (θ) = (w0, ~w) in E(1,3) (not necessarily confined to Vrel) as
dwµ
dθ
= Ωµνw
ν (18)
with
Ωµν =
κ
ℓ
(
0 rˆ
rˆ 0
)
=
κ
ℓ


0 cos θ sin θ 0
cos θ 0 0 0
sin θ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 (19)
Since Ωµν = −Ωνµ, (18) generates rotation in E(1,3), implying constant inner products,
so that any solution of the hodograph equations is of constant magnitude, and their
motion can only be rotational.
The 4-vector
vµo = (1, ~vo) =
(
1,−κ
ℓ
θˆ
)
(20)
is a particular solution of (18) which is constant relative to the polar coordinates. Since
Ωµν has constant coefficients relative to the polar coordinates, v
µ
o is recognized as the
axis vector of this rotation : While it rotates in E(1,3) with the polar coordinate system,
every other solution of (18) rotates around it. Its spatial part is the classical 3-vector
~vo = − (κ/ℓ) θˆ which generates the base canonical circle Co(ℓ). vµo is therefore the E(1,3)
extension of ~vo.
The physical significance of vµo is that the energy integral (17) is identified, for any
hodograph uµ in Vrel, as the constant u-component along vµo ,
u0 +
κ
ℓ
uθ = −u · vo = E
m
(21)
Therefore, while rotation around vµo keeps the value of the energy E, translation along v
µ
o
transforms between hodographs corresponding to different values of the energy. These
symmetry relations allow deduction of the generic energy dependence of the hodographs,
even without solving the hodograph equations :
A general hodograph is denoted in the following uµ (θ|E, ℓ). E and ℓ are fixed
parameters, while θ is the orbit’s variable. An infinitesimal variation of the energy δE
induces the hodograph variation
δEu
µ = uµ (θ|E + δE, ℓ)− uµ (θ|E, ℓ) = ∂u
µ
∂E
(θ|E, ℓ) δE (22)
On Vrel the constraints u · δEu = 0, and by (21) also δE = −mδEu · vo, imply that
∂uµ
∂E
=
Euµ −mvµo
Λ2 (E, ℓ)
(23)
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with
Λ2 (E, ℓ) = (Eu−mvo)2 = E2 +m2
(
κ2
ℓ2
− 1
)
. (24)
The vector ∂uµ/∂E ∈ Tu (Vrel), therefore a space-like 4-vector. Satisfying the hodograph
equations hence with constant magnitude, necessarily Λ2 (E, ℓ) = (∂u/∂E)−2 > 0.
Regarding (23) as a 1st order ODE in E, and using the fact that vµo is independent
of E, it is easily integrated. The solution is a linear combination of vµo (θ|ℓ) with another
energy-independent vector nµo (θ|ℓ) which is also a solution of the hodograph equation
(18) and linearly independent of vµo (its explicit form will be found in the following,
depending on κ/ℓ),
uµ (θ|E, ℓ) = Q(E, ℓ)vµo (θ|ℓ) + Λ (E, ℓ)nµo (θ|ℓ) (25)
where
Q(E, ℓ) =


E
m
(
1− κ2/ℓ2
) for ℓ 6= |κ|
m
2E
for ℓ = |κ|
(26)
The velocity vector uµ(θ|E, ℓ) is therefore a superposition of vµo (θ|ℓ) and nµo (θ|ℓ) with
coefficients depending very simply on the energy. The result is a combined rotation:
Both vµo (θ|ℓ) and nµo (θ|ℓ) are solutions of the hodograph equation (18). They have
therefore constant magnitudes and maintain a constant relative angle (in E(1,3)), so
they may only revolve together. The vector qµ(θ|E, ℓ) ≡ Q(E, ℓ)vµo (θ|ℓ) (which is
not an hodograph, not lying on Vrel) rotates in E(1,3) around the w0-axis, with the
vector Bµ(θ|E, ℓ) ≡ Λ(E, ℓ)nµo (θ|ℓ) rotating relative to it and complementing it so that
uµ = qµ +Bµ is on Vrel.
6. Energy variations of the relativistic hodographs are geodesic
The Newtonian velocity space is the 3-D Euclidean space VN = {~v}. In Newtonian
Hamilton symmetry, the hodograph circles are uniformly transformed into other
hodographs along straight lines, which are the geodesics of VN. Very interestingly,
although the relativistic hodographs are much more complicated than the Newtonian
ones, these features persist into the relativistic realm. We now show that the energy
variations of all the hodographs δEu
µ (θ|E, ℓ) follow geodesics of Vrel :
Considering uµ (θ|E, ℓ) as a function of E, holding θ and ℓ arbitrarily fixed, varying
E it traverses a space-like directed orbit on Vrel. Since |δu/δE| = Λ−1 it is convenient
to define an affine parameter λ satisfying
δE
δλ
= Λ (E, ℓ) , (27)
so that |δu/δλ| = 1, and equation (23) becomes
δuµ
δλ
=
Euµ −mvµo
Λ (E, ℓ)
. (28)
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Further variation of (28) yields
δ
δλ
(
δuµ
δλ
)
=
δ
δλ
(
Euµ −mvµo
Λ (E, ℓ)
)
= uµ , (29)
which is the geodesic equation on Vrel, in accordance with (A.7). uµ (θ|E, ℓ) as a function
of E is therefore a geodesic on Vrel, and may be cast into the generic geodesic form (A.8),
uµ (θ|E, ℓ) = cosh λ (E|ℓ) aµ (θ|ℓ) + sinh λ (E|ℓ) bµ (θ|ℓ) . (30)
The explicit relationship between the vectors aµ(θ|ℓ) and bµ(θ|ℓ) with vµo (θ|ℓ) and
nµo (θ|ℓ), as well as the energy dependence of the parameter λ, depends on the ratio
|κ|/ℓ, and is elaborated in the following section for each case separately.
The symmetry group of Vrel, as a 3-D hyperboloid of revolution embedded in a 4-D
Euclidian space, is the orthochronous Lorentz group. The geodesics are the integral
curves of certain generators of the group. A generic energy variation of the hodograph,
now in the form
δEu
µ (θ|E, ℓ) = δE
Λ
sinh λ (E|ℓ) aµ (θ|ℓ) + δE
Λ
cosh λ (E|ℓ) bµ (θ|ℓ) (31)
is recognized (see Appendix A.5) as the action of a Lorentz transformation on uµ via
the operator
O = δE
Λ
[(b · u)aµ − (a · u)bµ] ∂
∂uµ
. (32)
The Newtonian Hamilton symmetry is nothing but the Galilei transformation for
velocities. It was referred to so far as transformation between two energy states, but,
being uniform and therefore global, it may also be regarded as an active transformation
of the same physical system from one inertial frame to another. On the RVS, on the
other hand, the Lorentz operator (32) is local, θ-dependent through aµ and bµ, and
cannot induce active Lorentz transformations to other inertial frame. The relativistic
hodograph method is therefore confined to the centre-of-force rest-frame.
7. Geometrical interpretations of the hodographs and symmetry
considerations
In the previous sections we have shown that the relativistic Hamilton symmetry
manifests via two aspects :
(i) At each instance, the velocity 4-vector uµ is the superposition (25) of two vectors
of constant magnitude and relative angle. One of these vectors (qµ) is associated
with the base circle Co(ℓ), while the other (B
µ) displaces the qµ-circle to form uµ.
(ii) Energy variations of the hodographs are along geodesics of the RVS, generated by
Lorentz transformations.
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It will now be shown how these aspects manifest in the relativistic hodographs. The
nature of the hodograph depends on the ratio |κ|/ℓ. This is directly related with the
magnitude of the axis vector (20) :
vo
2 =
κ2
ℓ2
− 1
ր
→
ց
ℓ > |κ| ⇔ vµo time-like
ℓ = |κ| ⇔ vµo light-like
ℓ < |κ| ⇔ vµo space-like
(33)
|κ|/ℓ is the magnitude of the spatial velocity on the base circle Co(ℓ) = {vµo (θ)},
whose projection on the wx-wy (w
0 = 0)-plane in E(1,3) is the minimal energy circle
in the Newtonian limit {~vo(θ)} (the same notation Co(ℓ) is used for both circles for
convenience). Only for ℓ > |κ| are the velocities on Co(ℓ) subluminal. Therefore,
the relativistic requirement that particles’ velocities cannot reach the velocity of light
necessarily implies that the relativistic solution can have a non-relativistic limit only for
vµo time-like (ℓ > |κ|). Geometrically, the vector vµo then points towards the interior of
Vrel (see Figure 2) so that, if continued to form qµ, it punches through the hyperboloid
into its interior and draws on it a horizontal circle which is the hodograph
uµo (θ|ℓ) ≡
1
β
vµo (θ|ℓ) =
(
1
β
,− κ
βℓ
θˆ
)
, β =
√
1− κ
2
ℓ2
. (34)
Then Bµ superposes upon qµ complementing it from the interior of the hyperboloid to
form the hodograph uµ according to (25) (see Figure 3)§.
Figure 2. The unit-velocity hyper-
boloid Vrel embedded in the pseudo-
Euclidean E(1,3) space. The axis vec-
tor vµ
o
and the base circle Co (ℓ) that it
traverses, relative to Vrel, for the 3 pos-
sible cases : (i) left arrow – vµ
o
time-like
(ℓ > |κ|), if continued the vector punches
the hyperboloid into its interior; (ii) mid-
dle arrow – vµ
o
light-like (ℓ = |κ|), if con-
tinued the vector approaches the hyper-
boloid asymptotically; (iii) right arrow –
vµ
o
space-like (ℓ < |κ|), if continued the
vector recedes from the hyperboloid. The
E(1,3)-axes with red, blue and green ar-
rowheads correspond, respectively, to wx,
wy and w
0 (the wz axis suppressed).
Otherwise, for ℓ ≤ |κ|, vµo points outside of the hyperboloid (see Figure 2) : a light-
like vµo (for ℓ = |κ|), if continued, approaches the hyperboloid asymptotically, while a
space-like vµo (for ℓ < |κ|), if continued, recedes from the hyperboloid. In either case, qµ
§ Figure 3, 4 & 5 illustrate the superposition uµ = qµ + Bµ (25) for the various cases. A common
colour code is used: the vector qµ and the circle it draws in blue, the vector Bµ in black, and the
velocity vector uµ and the hodograph in red. These colours may not be seen in printed versions, and
the reader is advised to look at the online or PDF versions.
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(a) Hodograph for bound
state.
(b) Hodograph for attraction,
unbound state.
(c) Hodograph for repulsion.
Figure 3. Hodographs for vµ
o
time-like (ℓ > |κ|) as the superposition uµ(red) =
qµ(blue) +Bµ(black). The qµ-circle is in the interior of the Vrel-hyperboloid.
draws a circle in the exterior of the hyperboloid and from there it is complemented by
Bµ, in these cases pointing inwardly (see Figure 4 & 5). Geometrically this is the main
difference that eventually marks the distinction between the hodographs and trajectories
in the different cases.
7.1. Hodographs with Newtonian limit (ℓ > |κ|)
We start with the hodographs with Newtonian limit. These were found [14] as
~u = Bo sin (βθ − ϕ) rˆ +
[
− κE
mℓβ2
+
Bo
β
cos (βθ − ϕ)
]
θˆ ,
u0 =
E
m
− κ
ℓ
uθ =
E
β2m
− κBo
βℓ
cos (βθ − ϕ)
(35)
with
Bo =
√
E2
β2m2
− 1 = Λ (E, ℓ)
βm
(36)
and ϕ is an arbitrary constant shift angle.
For a given value of the angular momentum ℓ the hodograph uµ = uµo (θ|ℓ) (34)
corresponds to the state of minimal energy E = βm with Bo = 0, and spatial circular
motion. For increased energy E > βm, the solution (35) may be written as
uµ(θ|E, ℓ) = E
βm
uµo +Bon
µ
1 =
√
1 +Bo
2uµo +Bon
µ
1 . (37)
with the vector
nµ1 (θ|ℓ) ≡
(
− κ
βℓ
cos(βθ − ϕ), sin(βθ − ϕ)rˆ + 1
β
cos(βθ − ϕ)θˆ
)
. (38)
nµ1 is a space-like unit 4-vector, tangent to Vrel at uµo , satisfying n1 · n1 = 1 , uo · n1 = 0.
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The representation (37) is in accord with the generic hodograph form (25), with
qµ = (E/mβ)uµo and n
µ
o = n
µ
1/mβ : q
µ draws a horizontal circle within the Vrel-
hyperboloid, and the vector Bµ = Bon
µ
1 superposes upon the uniformly rotating vector
qµ to form the velocity 4-vector uµ.
The vector nµ1 is not constant, but rotates in E
(1,3). Together with the unit vector
nµ2 (θ|ℓ) =
(
κ
βℓ
sin (βθ − ϕ) , cos (βθ − ϕ) rˆ − 1
β
sin (βθ − ϕ) θˆ
)
(39)
(which may be obtained from nµ1 (θ|ℓ) by substituting ϕ → ϕ − π/2 in (38)) and
nµ3 = (0, zˆ), the triad {nµi , i = 1, 2, 3} spans Tuo (Vrel), the hyperplane tangent to Vrel at
uµo . The equations of motion of these vectors are
Dnµ1
dθ
=
dnµ1
dθ
−
(
n1 · duo
dθ
)
uµo = −
κ2
βℓ2
nµ2
Dnµ2
dθ
=
dnµ2
dθ
−
(
n2 · duo
dθ
)
uµo =
κ2
βℓ2
nµ1
(40)
nµ3 obviously remains constant. The lhs of these equations are the tangential derivatives
of nµ1 and n
µ
2 on the tangent hyperplane Tuo (Vrel), indicating that these vectors
rotate uniformly in the hyperplane. The rotation may be explicitly demonstrated by
introducing the unit vectors
eµ1 (θ|ℓ) ≡
(
− κ
βℓ
cos
(
β−1θ − ϕ) , sin (β−1θ − ϕ) rˆ + β−1 cos (β−1θ − ϕ) θˆ)
eµ2 (θ|ℓ) ≡
(
κ
βℓ
sin
(
β−1θ − ϕ) , cos (β−1θ − ϕ) rˆ − β−1 sin (β−1θ − ϕ) θˆ) (41)
which together with eµ3 = n
µ
3 form a Fermi-Walker orthonormal triad {eµi , i = 1, 2, 3}
that also spans Tuo (Vrel). It is then straight-forward to show that
nµ1 = cos
(
κ2
βℓ2
θ
)
eµ1 − sin
(
κ2
βℓ2
θ
)
eµ2
nµ2 = sin
(
κ2
βℓ2
θ
)
eµ1 + cos
(
κ2
βℓ2
θ
)
eµ2
(42)
The representation (37) is also in accord with the generic geodesic form (30),
identifying the vectors aµ = uµo and b
µ = nµ1 and the affine parameter λ(E|ℓ) satisfying
coshλ(E|ℓ) = E
βm
=
√
1 +Bo
2 , sinh λ(E|ℓ) = Bo = Λ
βm
(43)
λ = 0 corresponds to the state of minimum energy. Then, for each θ, a Lorentz
transformation in the direction of nµ1 (θ|ℓ) takes the hodograph from the minimum energy
state uµo (θ|ℓ) to the actual hodograph uµ(θ|E, ℓ) along the geodesic whose tangent is
δuµ
δλ
=
E
βm
nµ1 −
Λ
βm
uµo =
√
1 +Bo
2nµ1 − Bouµo . (44)
(44) is the explicit expression for (28).
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(a) Hodograph for bound,
unstable state.
(b) Hodograph for attraction,
unbound state.
(c) Hodograph for repulsion.
Figure 4. Hodographs for vµ
o
light-like (ℓ = |κ|) as the superposition uµ(red) =
qµ(blue) +Bµ(black). The qµ-circle is external to the Vrel-hyperboloid.
7.2. Hodographs for ℓ = |κ|
The hodograph solution for κ = ±ℓ was found [14] as
~u = ±E
m
(θ − θo) rˆ ∓
[
E
2m
(θ − θo)2 − E
2 −m2
2mE
]
θˆ
u0 =
E
m
∓ uθ = E
2m
(θ − θo)2 + E
2 +m2
2mE
(45)
with θo an arbitrary shift angle. It may be combined in the form (25) as
uµ(θ|E) = m
2E
vµo +
E
2m
nµ (46)
with nµ defined by
nµ(θ) =
(
1 + (θ − θo)2,±2(θ − θo)rˆ ±
[
1− (θ − θo)2
]
θˆ
)
(47)
In the present case Λ(E) = E, so that by (27) λ(E) = ln(E/m). The energy may
get any value 0 < E < ∞ for the λ-range −∞ < λ < ∞. Both vectors vµo and nµ are
light-like, satisfying
vo · vo = n · n = 0 , n · vo = −2 (48)
Then, with the vectors
aµ =
1
2
(nµ + vµo ) =
(
1
2
(θ − θo)2 + 1,±(θ − θo)rˆ ∓ 1
2
(θ − θo)2θˆ
)
bµ =
1
2
(nµ − vµo ) =
(
1
2
(θ − θo)2,±(θ − θo)rˆ ±
[
1− 1
2
(θ − θo)2
]
θˆ
) (49)
the generic geodesic form (30) is recovered with
coshλ(E) =
E2 +m2
2mE
, sinh λ(E) =
E2 −m2
2mE
(50)
For λ = 0, or E = m, the base hodograph is uµ = aµ(θ|ℓ), and all other hodographs
may be obtained geodesically by Lorentz transformations along bµ with the unit-velocity
variation (28)
δuµ
δλ
= − m
2E
vµo +
E
2m
nµ . (51)
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(a) Hodograph for bound,
unstable state.
(b) Hodograph for attraction,
unbound state.
(c) Hodograph for repulsion.
Figure 5. Hodographs for vµ
o
space-like (ℓ < |κ|) as the superposition uµ(red) =
qµ(blue) + Bµ(black). The qµ-circle lies below the w0 = 0-plane of E(1,3), the vector
qµ pointing downwards.
There is no circular hodograph because vµo points outside of the Vrel-hyperboloid and
there are no stable states.
7.3. Hodographs for ℓ < |κ|
In these cases the axis of rotation vµo is space-like, pointing outside of the hyperboloid
Vrel. The hodograph solution is [14]
~u = −ǫAo sinh
[
β¯ (θ − θo)
]
rˆ +
{
κE
mℓβ¯2
− ǫAo
β¯
cosh
[
β¯ (θ − θo)
]}
θˆ
u0 = − E
β¯2m
+
|κ|Ao
β¯ℓ
cosh
[
β¯ (θ − θo)
] (52)
with
β¯ =
√
κ2
ℓ2
− 1 , Ao =
√
E2
β¯2m2
+ 1 =
Λ
β¯m
, (53)
ǫ = sign(κ) and θo an arbitrary constant shift angle. It coincides with the generic
hodograph representation (25) as
uµ(θ|E, ℓ) = − E
β¯2m
vµo + Aon
µ (54)
with
nµ(θ|ℓ) =
( |κ|
β¯ℓ
cosh
[
β¯(θ − θo)
]
, ǫ sinh
[
β¯(θ − θo)
]
rˆ − ǫ
β¯
cosh
[
β¯(θ − θo)
]
θˆ
)
(55)
The roles of vµo and n
µ are now interchanged, since vµo is space-like and n
µ is a time-like
unit 4-vector. The negative coefficient of vµo turns it up-side down, so that q
µ points
downwards rather than upwards.
The affine parameter λ(E, ℓ) is found from (27),
coshλ(E, ℓ) =
√
E2 + β¯2m2
β¯m
= Ao , sinh λ(E, ℓ) =
E
β¯m
, (56)
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and the generic geodesic form (30) is recovered, identifying aµ = nµ and bµ = −β¯−1vµo .
For λ = 0, or E = 0, the base hodograph is uµ = aµ(θ|ℓ), and all other hodographs
may be obtained geodesically by Lorentz transformations along bµ with the unit-velocity
variation (28)
δuµ
δλ
=
E
β¯m
nµ − Ao
β¯
vµo . (57)
As in the former case there is no circular hodograph, because vµo points outside of the
Vrel-hyperboloid and there are no stable states.
8. Relativistic Hamilton vector
Finally, having demonstrated the action of Hamilton symmetry in relativistic velocity
space, it is in place to identify the major actor, the relativistic Hamilton vector.
Following the Newtonian Hamilton symmetry and the previous sections, it is natural to
expect this vector to be associated with the geodesic translation of the hodographs in
velocity space.
8.1. Identification of the Hamilton vector
We start as above with the cases with Newtonian limit, ℓ > |κ|. The hodograph is
decomposed (37) as uµ(θ) = qµ+Bµ, where qµ = (E/β2m) vµo draws the straight-forward
extension of the base circle Co(ℓ), and B
µ = Bon
µ
1 is directed along the energy-dependent
geodesic.
There is a good geometrical reason why the base, q-drawn, circle is not an hodograph
but rather lies within the velocity hyperboloid Vrel : Because of the curvature of the
hyperboloid, the vector Bµ, if it started at uµo , would point outwards of the hyperboloid.
qµ punches the hyperboloid at uµo and enters into it in just the right amount so that the
combination qµ +Bµ is an hodograph on Vrel. It is therefore appropriate to regard
Bµ = Bon
µ
1 =
(
−κBo
βℓ
cos (βθ − ϕ) , Bo sin (βθ − ϕ) rˆ + Bo
β
cos (βθ − ϕ) θˆ
)
(58)
as the relativistic Hamilton vector.
In the Newtonian limit Bon
µ
1 → (0, Boϕˆ), with the Newtonian limit of Bo given by
(6) and uµ → (1, ~vo(θ) +Boϕˆ). ~Bo = Boϕˆ is identified, according to (3), as the classical
Hamilton vector, so the appropriate limit is verified. Also, in the Newtonian hodograph
(3) the energy dependence is only through Bo which may be identified as the affine
parameter λ(E ′, ℓ) = Bo for the straight line drawn by ~Bo. The unit velocity variation,
the Newtonian limit of (28), is then δ~v/δλ = ϕˆ. Variation with λ implies variation of
the energy without changing the angular momentum, again recognized as the Hamilton
symmetry.
Things are less clear-cut for the exclusive relativistic cases ℓ ≤ |κ|. Here there is
no circular base hodograph like uµo . The q
µ-drawn circles, with qµ = − (E/β¯2m) vµo or
qµ = (m/2E)vµo for ℓ < |κ| or ℓ = |κ|, respectively, lie outside the Vrel hyperboloid. The
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completion vectors, Bµ = (E/2m)nµ for ℓ = |κ| (46) and Bµ = Aonµ for ℓ < |κ| (54),
reside outside the hyperboloid and do not generate the energy-dependent geodesics.
The Bµ vectors could be formally defined, based on the decomposition uµ = qµ + Bµ,
as Hamilton vectors, but without a clear significance of this definition. Since the
identification of an Hamilton vector much relies on the Newtonian limit, the question
of identifying an Hamilton vector for the exclusive relativistic cases is left open.
8.2. Relation with the Laplace-Runge-Lenz symmetry
The Hamilton symmetry is an internal symmetry of KC systems, over and beyond the
central symmetry of the 1/r potential. As is well known, the 1/r interaction allows
Newtonian KC systems to enjoy a very special and simple form of the Laplace-Runge-
Lenz (LRL) symmetry, which is also directly associated with the spatial trajectories
being conic sections [22, 23, 24, 25]. Both symmetries (LRL and Hamilton) are indeed
closely related :
The (constant) LRL vector for Newtonian KC systems,
~Ko = ~p× ~ℓ+mκrˆ , (59)
points along the major axis of the (conic sections) spatial trajectories. Expressing ~Bo
in the Newtonian hodograph solution (3) in terms of the phase-space variables,
~Bo =
~p
m
+
κ
ℓ2
~ℓ× rˆ , (60)
the relation between the two vectors is immediately identified as ~Ko = −m~ℓ × ~Bo [10].
Both vectors, perpendicular to each other and to ~ℓ, are equivalently associated with the
shape of the conic sections.
The relation between the two symmetries extends into the relativistic realm. The
LRL symmetry in relativistic Coulomb systems was studied to some extent in recent
years [26, 27, 28], limited to the cases with Newtonian limit (here also it is not clear how
to define an LRL vector for the exclusive relativistic cases). A relativistic LRL vector,
pointing along the major axis of the (rotating conic sections) spatial trajectories, was
identified,
~K = β~p× ~ℓ +
(
κE − βΩℓ
2
r
)
rˆ (61)
with Ω = 1 − β. This vector has constant magnitude
∣∣∣ ~K∣∣∣ = ℓΛ, but it rotates with
the major axis of the spatial trajectory. The rotation may be compensated using the
rotation operator
U(ψ) ≡ cosψ + sinψℓˆ× (62)
for a rotation angle ψ in the plane of motion, and a constant relativistic LRL vector is
identified
~Ko = U(−Ωθ) ~K = U(−Ωθ)
[
β~p× ~ℓ+
(
κE − βΩℓ
2
r
)
rˆ
]
(63)
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directed along the major axis at some particular point in the evolution of the system.
Since the directional freedom of the Hamilton vector (58) is in the constant unit
vector ϕˆ, we expect this vector to be related with the relativistic LRL vector. It is easily
verified that
sin(βθ − ϕ) = rˆ · [U (Ωθ) ϕˆ]
cos(βθ − ϕ) = θˆ · [U (Ωθ) ϕˆ]
(64)
With ~Bo = Boϕˆ, substituting (64) in (35) yields, after some algebra, the relation
U (Ωθ) ~Bo = urrˆ +
(
βuθ +
κE
βmℓ
)
θˆ = ~u+
(
κE
βmℓ
− Ωuθ
)
θˆ , (65)
and using the relations ~p = m~u, uθ = ℓ/mr, yields
mU(Ωθ) ~Bo = ~p +
(
κE
βℓ
− Ωℓ
r
)
θˆ =
~ℓ× ~K
βℓ2
(66)
Then it is straight-forward to verify the relation
~Ko = −βm~ℓ× ~Bo (67)
which also verifies the constancy of ~Ko.
The relation between the symmetries extends into the full space-time picture. The
relativistic LRL 4-vector is fully space-like in the centre-of-mass (CM) reference frame
(or centre-of-force in the present case), so the constant LRL 4-vector is Kµo =
(
0, ~Ko
)
and the rotating 4-vector is Kµ =
(
0, ~K
)
. Then the relation between the generating
4-vectors is (the z-axis suppressed)
Bµ =
1
β2mℓ

 1 −
κ
ℓ
cos θ −κ
ℓ
sin θ
κ
ℓ
sin θ −Ω sin θ cos θ −β − Ω sin2 θ
−κ
ℓ
cos θ β + Ωcos2 θ Ω sin θ cos θ



 0Kx
Ky

 (68)
The one-to-one correspondence between the generating vectors implies the
equivalence of Hamilton and LRL symmetries. The equivalence is essentially
mathematical, while physically there is also a significant distinction : The Hamilton
symmetry, acting in velocity space, transforms between states of same angular
momentum but different energies, while the LRL symmetry, acting in configuration
space, transforms between states of same energy but different internal angular
momentum. The two symmetries therefore complement each other.
8.3. Alternative definitions of the Hamilton vector
Unlike the Newtonian limit, the q-drawn base circle in the hodograph decomposition
uµ(θ) = qµ +Bµ is energy dependent. An alternative decomposition
uµ(θ|E, ℓ) = uµo +
[(
E
βm
− 1
)
uµo +
Λ(E, ℓ)
βm
nµ1
]
(69)
could be considered, which uses the (energy-independent) minimum energy hodograph
– the uµo -drawn circle – as a base circle, but here the completion vector (the vector in
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the square brackets) is not in the direction of a geodesic and cannot be regarded as
generating the symmetry. Also, it cannot be related in a simple way to the LRL vector,
thus excluding its candidacy for the Hamilton vector.
The only other instance known to the author with an attempt to identify and define
a relativistic Hamilton vector is in a paper by Mun˜oz and Pavic [13] which also discusses
extending Hamilton’s method to relativistic Coulomb systems. Their approach, however,
differs from the present paper in some major aspects :
First, their discussion is 3-D, without reference to the relativistic velocity space
and its relation with the structure of Minkowski space-time, and with no reference to
Hamilton symmetry. Then, while their solutions for ~u(θ) are correct, they defined an
Hamilton vector ~h as an ad-hoc adaptation of the non-relativistic relation (3), which in
our notation is
~h = ~u+
κ
ℓ
uoθˆ . (70)
This vector, differing from the spatial part of (58)
~B = urrˆ +
(
uθ +
κE
mℓβ2
)
θˆ = ~u+
κE
mℓβ2
θˆ , (71)
does not generate, in any case, Hamilton’s symmetry, it also cannot be related in a
simple way to the LRL vector, and it is not clear if it has any geometrical significance,
even for the cases with Newtonian limits. It is the author’s belief, therefore, that the
vector Bµ (58) provides a more natural geometrical interpretation of the relativistic
hodograph, as discussed above. Nevertheless, Mun˜oz and Pavic examine their results in
a wide range of the parameters κ/ℓ and E/m with many illustrations for ~u(θ), which
the reader may well benefit from.
9. Concluding remarks
Hamilton’s hodograph method reveals, when applied to Newtonian Kepler/Coulomb
(KC) systems, the internal symmetry which translates and connects between different
energy states, same angular momentum, in velocity space. The simplicity and elegance
of this application prompt naturally an interest in its extension to relativistic Coulomb
systems, which is the purpose of the present research. The results seem very satisfactory:
Although the spatial trajectories of relativistic Coulomb systems are much more
complicated than the Newtonian ones, the hodograph symmetry maintains its two
main features – general hodographs may be represented as linearly displaced base
energy-independent circles, and hodographs corresponding to states with same angular
momentum but different energies are connected via translations along geodesics of the
velocity space.
The unique relativistic features are that the velocity space is hyperbolic with
Lorentz-generated geodesics, and the hodograph displacement is itself rotating, so
the whole phenomenon is of rotation superimposed on rotation – precession on the
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velocity hyperboloid, reminding in a way the ancient Greek picture of epicyclic planetary
trajectories.
Another major feature of the Hamilton symmetry is its equivalence with the
Laplace-Runge-Lenz (LRL) symmetry : For Newtonian KC systems the combination
of central symmetry with the extra LRL symmetry provides the full solution in
configuration space, with the spatial trajectories being conic sections. Similarly, using
the central symmetry (angular momentum conservation) to confine the analysis to
velocity space, produces the hodograph method with the manifest Hamilton symmetry,
again providing the full solution. The equivalence of both symmetries for relativistic
Coulomb systems was demonstrated above.
Coulomb systems are the limit of 2-body EM systems when one of the bodies is much
more massive than the other. Besides the interest in the relativistic Hamilton symmetry
in Coulomb systems per se, the present study is also part of an attempt to advance the
solution of the relativistic general EM 2-body problem : Unlike the Newtonian case,
the relativistic (non-quantum) EM 2-body problem doesn’t have, despite all the years,
a satisfactory solution. Some simple particular solutions have been found, especially
in the 60’s and the 70’s [29], but since then no real advancement has been marked
and a general solution is missing. The success of using the internal symmetries for
a complete solution of the Newtonian KC systems and their extension for relativistic
Coulomb systems gives rise to the hope that the corresponding extra symmetries may
assist in advancing a solution also for more general relativistic EM systems.
Central symmetry is used in the hodograph method to confine the analysis to
velocity space, eliminating using the time as an evolution parameter. For relativistic
systems, enjoying Lorentz-Poincare symmetry, central symmetry is a manifestation of
Wigner’s little group, which is the internal reduction of the global rotational symmetry
to the centre-of-mass (CM) frame. It has been shown recently [28] that the (internal)
LRL symmetry (now recognized as LRL/Hamilton symmetry) is similarly the reduction
of the global Lorentz symmetry to the CM frame, demonstrating another aspect of the
relation between Lorentz and Hamilton symmetries.
In the relativistic hodograph method for Coulomb systems the very-massive particle
rests at the bottom of the RVS, while the lighter one moves on the hodograph. In
a general 2-body system both particles are moving. How may non-instantaneous
interactions be handled on velocity space, especially in view of the fact that time doesn’t
appear in the structure of the velocity space ? This is an intriguing question, to which
we hope to come back soon.
Appendix A. Geometrical properties of the relativistic velocity space
The relativistic velocity space (RVS) Vrel is the 3-D unit hyperboloid
{
uµ =
(√
1 + ~u 2, ~u
)}
(7) embedded in a 4-D pseudo-Euclidian space E(1,3) (8). For any uµ ∈ Vrel, Tu (Vrel) ⊂
E(1,3) is the hyperplane tangent to Vrel at uµ. The RVS was discussed mainly by Rhodes
and Semon [16]; see also [17, 18, 19, 20]. In the following are listed some features of the
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RVS that are used in the paper.
Appendix A.1. Line element and metric tensor in Vrel
On Vrel u ·u = −1, therefore u ·du = −u0du0+~u ·d~u = 0. Therefore, for an infinitesimal
displacement d~u, the corresponding displacement in E(1,3) tangent to Vrel is
dTu
µ =
(
~u · d~u√
1 + ~u2
, d~u
)
(A.1)
Since E(1,3) is pseudo-Euclidean, the tangent displacement defines the line element in
Vrel by
dλ2 = (dTu)
2 = (d~u)2 − (~u · d~u)
2
1 + ~u2
(A.2)
with the metric tensor in these coordinates
gij = δij − u
iuj
1 + ~u2
(A.3)
for dλ2 = gijdu
iduj. Since the Lorentz group is the symmetry group of Vrel, the
relativistic law of velocity addition follows from the group properties.
Appendix A.2. The rapidity space
The RVS is also known as the “rapidity space” [20]. Using the coordinate representation
uµ (η, φ, ψ) = (cosh η, sinh η sinψ cos φ, sinh η sinψ sinφ, sinh η cosψ) (A.4)
in the domain 0 ≤ η <∞, 0 ≤ ψ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ < 2π, the line element (A.2) becomes
dλ2 = dη2 + sinh2 η
(
dψ2 + sin2 ψdφ2
)
(A.5)
For each state of motion (point in Vrel) uµ = (γ(v), γ(v)~v), it follows from the relation
u0 = γ (v) = cosh η that η is the rapidity, η = tanh−1 (v).
Appendix A.3. Geodesics in Vrel
The geodesic equation in Vrel may be obtained by direct computation from the line
element (A.2) or the metric (A.3). It is, however, more easily obtained by using the
property that if uµ (λ) is a curve on Vrel with (du/dλ)2 = 1 than it is a geodesic if
duµ/dλ is parallel transported along uµ (λ) :
Any vector Aµ ∈ Tu (Vrel) satisfies A2 > 0, A · u = 0. For any such vector, the
change under parallel transport from uµ to uµ + duµ (from Tu (Vrel) to Tu+du (Vrel)) is
dAµ = (A · du)uµ. The parallel transport equation is then
DAµ
dλ
=
dAµ
dλ
−
(
A · du
dλ
)
uµ = 0 . (A.6)
For a curve uµ (λ) on Vrel with (du/dλ)2 = 1, the geodesic equation is the condition of
parallel transport (on Vrel) for Aµ = duµ/dλ,
d2uµ
dλ2
= uµ . (A.7)
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All the geodesics on Vrel may therefore be represented in the embedding space E(1,3) by
uµ (λ) = cosh λaµ + sinhλbµ , (A.8)
where aµ and bµ are constant (independent of λ) orthogonal unit 4-vectors, with
a · a = −1 , b · b = 1 , a · b = 0 . (A.9)
If the curve uµ (λ) is known, then aµ and bµ may be identified as
aµ = uµ (λ = 0) , bµ =
duµ
dλ
(λ = 0) (A.10)
aµ ∈ Vrel may be regarded as the starting point of the geodesic, while bµ ∈ Ta (Vrel)
determines the initial direction. Geometrically, any two such vectors aµ and bµ, when
drawn from the origin of E(1,3), define a plane, and the geodesic (A.8) may be realized
as the intersection of this plane with the hypersurface of Vrel (in simile with the major
circles on spheres).
Appendix A.4. Rapidity and geodesic connection between velocity states
Consider two velocity states uµ1 and u
µ
2 . These could be the unit 4-velocities of two
different particles in some instantaneous reference frame, or the unit velocity 4-vector of
a particle in two instances along its world-line. In any case, they determine two points
on Vrel, and may therefore be connected with a geodesic line. We may choose aµ = uµ1
and
bµ =
uµ2 + (u1 · u2) uµ1√
(u1 · u2)2 − 1
(A.11)
so that uµ2 = u
µ (λo), in accordance with (A.8), with
coshλo = −u1 · u2 = γ (v) . (A.12)
v is the relative speed between the two states. λo = tanh
−1 v = ηrel is therefore the
relative rapidity between the two states. In other words, the rapidity is the natural
geodesic parameter on the velocity space.
Appendix A.5. Lorentz symmetry and geodesics on Vrel
As a 3-D hyperboloid of revolution embedded in a 4-D Euclidian space, the symmetry
group of Vrel is the orthochronous Lorentz group. The group actions are generated by
operators of the general form
O = ωµνuν ∂
∂uµ
. (A.13)
From (A.8) and (A.9) it follows that along the geodesic
coshλ = −a · u , sinh λ = b · u , (A.14)
so the geodesics satisfy the equation
duµ
dλ
= sinhλaµ + cosh λbµ = ωµνu
ν (A.15)
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with
ωµν = a
µbν − bµaν (A.16)
The geodesic (A.8) is therefore the integral curve generated by (A.13) with ωµν given
by (A.16).
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